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THE THIRD STEP
(A utobiographical)
BY
A n n a  J .  C o o p e r
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The Third Step
“Que Dieu vous protege cl bcnisse vos couragrux desseins 
May God protect you and bless your courageous designs.
These are the words and this the prayer of M. l’Abhc Felix Klein, 
French author whose book. Au Pays de la Vic Intense, dedicated to 
President Theodore Roosevelt and containing a chapter on a visit to 
the M Street High School and an hour with a class in Vergil taught by 
its principal, caused a general raising of eyebrows in the United States 
and a few red faces in Washington, I). C.
The ‘‘Courageous designs*' referred to was the audacious plan 1 
had concocted to transfer my credits and thesis for the doctorate from 
Columbia University in New York to the University of Paris, France. 
It came about in this way. Following the Washington School Up­
heaval of 1906 in the reign of William the Chancellor, legal experts 
of D. C. found it expedient to promulgate a new doctrine, that re­
organization of the school system involved the reappointment of all 
teachers—a thousand in a day. Thus it happened that the principal 
of M St. High School and several others were “overlooked"—not put 
out but left out in the shuffle, so to speak, just a simple little matter of 
“Move along, Joe!" *
The next four school years I held the chair of languages (French, 
German, Greek, Latin) at Lincoln University. Jefferson City, Missouri. 
It was pleasant to spend the summers of these four years in Oberlin, 
the college of so many happy memories, and I promptly applied to 
President King to matriculate for my next degree, the doctorate. He 
informed me however, that Oberlin's charter did not confer the Ph.D. 
and I contented myself with stimulating courses in belles lettres.
The fall of 1910 Washington had had enough of "the Chancellor’* 
and Or. Davidson, the new Superintendent sent for me to meet an 
appointment in his office on a certain hour and date. The formality 
of examination had already been passed and I was duly appointed 
teacher of Latin in the Washington High School.
The following vacation months of July and August 1911, 1912. 191.'1 
were employed at La Guilde Internationale, Paris, pursuing courses in
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French Literature, History, Phonetics. Provided with ccrtificals for 
each of these courses and with honorable mention from Paul Privat 
Deschanel, the most brilliant and fascinating teacher of history it has 
ever been my good fortune to encounter, I matriculated for the long 
dreamed of Ph.D. at Columbia University, New York City July 3, 1914.
Here 1 put in four summer sessions of close study, completing two 
full courses each session. 4 points each. This met the required number 
of 32 credits with some over for good measure since the last two courses 
were listed for 5 points each.
But 1 still had the year’s residence requirement to meet and a thesis 
which meant loss of subsistence income from September to June, for 
it was before the Bc-kind-to-Tcachcrs Era which showers merciful sab­
baticals every seventh year for refreshment and growth.
The Transcript of Record from Columbia SS.l914-15-16-17 certifies 
“On behalf of the Department of Romance Languages:
(a) that she is proficient in the use of the following languages: 
French, Latin Greek
(b) that she has passed the following departmental or faculty 
examinations:
French S106, S102, S105. S102 (Philology)
French S103, SHU, S102, S106 (Old French)
(c) That she has given the following evidency of ability to pursue 
researches under this Department preparing a college edition 
of the “Pelerinage de Charlemagne" an epic of the Xlth Cen­
tury
The applicant is matriculated for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy with minimum residence to complete as follows:’*
Minimum residence! Ah. there's the rub. How was I to establish 
a year’s residence in New York City from September to June without 
losing my job and utterly abandoning several important irons I had 
in the fire? First there was the brood of five motherless children 
ranging in age from an infant of 6 months to the ripe age of 12 years.
I had taken them under my wing with the hope and determination of 
nurturing their growth into useful and creditable American citizens. 
Then too I had been at some pains to find a place in Washington that 
would be a home to house their Southern exuberance—a place with
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room enough all around so that their “expansion” would not be as 
thorns in the side of our Washington public.
A place was found and with it was discovered a unique combination 
of the perfect gentleman with a Christ-like attitude toward little chil­
dren “regardless of race, color, creed or national origin.” General 
LeFevre, a truly great American, who sold me the place that had been 
his home in old Le Droit Park which in the historic past had been 
forbidden ground for colored people except as servants. The place 
had been used as a chicken yard by its white tenants and I immediately 
set about landscaping, threw an octagon sun room across the square 
cornered porch, changed the wooden pillars to graceful Italian columns 
and installed a concrete balustrade all around, none of which brought 
me any nearer the residential requirements at Columbia University.
With butter at 75 cents per lb. still soaring, sugar severely rationed 
at any price and fuel oil obtainable only on affidavit in person at re­
gional centers, the Judge at Children's Court—on occasion I had to 
report there—said to me: “My, but you are a brave woman!” Not 
as brave as you may imagine, was my mental rejoinder—only stubborn, 
perhaps, or foolhardy, according to the point of view. Either way my 
design was taking shape about the residence bugaboo:
I, I would bide my time and like Micawber, wait for some­
thing to turn up.
II, If the big chance ever should come to take a year off, I 
would not spend it in little old New York.
Meanwhile for “Home Work” I started on the Glossary for Le 
Pelerinage de Charlemagne. Dr. Alexander, Instructor in the Old 
French courses taken at Columbia thought it would be acceptable as a 
basis for research and the fact that it was one of the shorter old French 
epics rendered it acceptable to me. By courtesy of the University 
Library the rare Koschwitz edition was loaned the Library of Congress 
for my use and my photographer, Addison Scurlock was engaged to 
reproduce the whole edition complete with notes in German. Although 
the finished work did not reach Paris till two years later when I was 
there to defend my thesis it may be of interest to quote here the es­
timate put on this work then by a French author and critic.
“Whatever the faults or the merits of the Pelerinage de Char­
lemagne, it was not easy hitherto to discover them. The edition 
published in London in 1836 by Fr. Michel has become extremely
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rare, and in France the editions of Koschwitz are quite as hard to 
find. The first of these which appeared in 1870 and which is very 
incomplete, is the only one that we find in any of the libraries of 
Paris: at la Nationale, at 1'Institut and la Sorbonne. Mazarine, 
Sainte-Genevieve, PEcole des Chartres have none at all. Nowhere 
can a consultant find a complete copy of the manuscript that dis­
appeared from London. Mme. Cooper in her preface says mod­
estly that the present volume without pretense to erudition will 
render service perhaps to American students. It will be no less 
appreciated by French students and by their masters (“profs” ), 
happy to be able, grace a elle% to peruse directly a work which 
does not fail to hold its own place in the history of our literature.” 
The two or three vacations of waiting were filled with out of town
work as usual: War Camp Community Service in Indianapolis, Play­
ground Director at Wheeling, when finally the hour struck. The answer 
to prayer came—but not according to preconceived plans and specifi­
cations. It was a “frowning Providence” readily diagnosed even by 
the unlearned as the “Flu**—the real thing truly that pointed a way 
for my year’s residence abroad.
’Twas the night before Christmas. After a hectic day of last minute 
shopping and preparations, late at night I was busy sorting out gifts 
and filling the children’s stockings, when suddenly, things began to 
swim before me and grow black. I left the stockings to the oldest girl 
and staggered off to bed. The next day and many after I was not able 
to raise my head above the pillow and when I did get back to school 
1 realized I was not at my best and decided to ask for a year’s sick 
leave. This ostensibly was granted but the string to which it was at­
tached turned out later to have elastic claws. After much figuring, 
rearranging and refurbishing of rules to make the punishment fit the 
crime, it transpired that the substitute’^  compensation for every day 
of my absence was larger than my own per diem pay on the principle 
that the larger the divisor for a given dividend the smaller the quo­
tient. This was a minor headache compared with the bomb shell that 
exploded when this cable reached me in Paris: “ Humored you will 
be dropped if not back in 60 days!” You’ve guessed it. I had posted 
to France after sending ahead my application and transcript of credits 
from Columbia University to the Sorbonne, Paris U. It was astonish­
ing and a bit amusing how earnest the Secretary to the Dean at Colum­
bia became when I disclosed my intention to put in the year’s residence 
in France. In anticlimax she argued it was impossible, unnecessary,
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undesirable. I countered for awhile and then ceased firing, yielding 
the palm to preponderance of vociferation rather than to conviction. 
This was the first summer session following the attack of influenza. 
I registered for repetition of Old French at Columbia not because I 
needed the points hut to he on the spot for summing up the transcript.
I took special examinations in Latin and Greek to be substituted for 
Italian and Spanish and submitted my glossary and notes on the Peler- 
inage. It was then that I remembered to write my great and good 
friend the Abbe Felix Klein and received in reply his adorable prayer 
and blessing: May God protect you and bless your courageous designs.
I was on my way but far from plane sailing. Preliminaries of 
passport, photographs and identification assurances that I was I and 
a perfectly well intentioned American citizen going abroad for study 
etc. etc. etc. was not new, for I had been in F.uropc several times—4 
summer sessions studying at International Guilde and one, my first 
back in 1900 as a mere Globe Trotter. But prelims to study officially 
documented Mss. at the Archives and to follow up special dossiers for 
the Bibliotheque Militaire and other libraries in various parts of Paris 
was quite another thing. First the United States Embassy for endorse­
ment and request that Madame Cooper he granted etc. etc. etc. Then 
the Carte d’identie to be obtained at the Salle des Etrangcrs in Hotel 
de Villc. Here a new set of Photographs was demanded. The one 
brought from the United States did not picture “all the two eyes” (tous 
les deux yeux) For reference I had written:
Henry Churchill King, President Oberlin College
It came back something like this:
Recommandee pur Henry Churchill 
Occupation . . . .  King President
Registration at the College des Etrangeres whose charming Secre­
tary arranged the necessary conferences, advised proper preliminaries 
and saw to the fulfillment of legal requirements such as the govern­
ment revenue stamp on the application for authority to present “les 
epreuves du Docteur d'Univcrsite devant la Facultc cs Lcttres” all of 
which would have been a pretty puzzle for an unaided greenhorn 
Amcricainc.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Herrick, then U. S. Ambassador and 
Monsieur Canet, Ministre des affaires Etrangeres, a dossier was made 
up for me at the Archives and I was scheduled for conferences with M. 
Oualid (Juif Algcricn) professeur Faculte de Droit, M. Bernard, Prof.
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de Colonisation, M. Stoeclii, Ligue des Droits de 1 Homme, Messieurs 
Bougie, Seignobos, Sagnas, professors at the Sorbonnc and my former 
professor at la Guildc, M. Deschanel.
The most formidable hurdle of all was getting my thought boiled 
down to a topic acceptable to the Faculte des Lcttres dc L’Universite 
de Paris. President Poincare had been making headlines that seemed 
to me significant of Trance’s attitude towards Recial Equality. A 
monument bad just been erected at Dakar “A la Clot re de l Armee 
Noire,—‘7e patriotisme ardent des tirailleurs tombes sur tons les 
Champs de bataille de France.” I had accumulated some notes and 
comments of my own on the Franco Japanese Treaty of 1896—Hie 
Naturalization laws of France: a) for Japanese, b) Hindus, c) 
Negroes, and of course the discussions in the National Assemblies dur­
ing the French Revolution; the writings and speeches of and about 
La Societe des Amis des Noirs—FAbbc Gregoirc and others. I sub­
scribed to and read avidly such magazines as Le Monde Noir and such 
contributors to current thought as Franz Boaz • Jean Finot - Gobincau - 
Discourses of Lamartine before the Chambrc des Deputes 1835, 1836 
on L’Emancipation des Esclavcs also at Banquet a Baris pour UAboli­
tion de L’Esclavage March 1842—bis dramc Toussaint L'Ouvcrture 
presented by I.emaitre at Paris April 15. 1850 and lastly his thrilling 
words three days after the Revolution of February:
*“Je signai lc liberie des Noirs, FAbolition de FEsclavage 
et la promesse d'indernnitc aux colons. Ma vie n’eut elle eu 
que cette heure Je ne regretterais pas d’avoir vecu.”
By this time I concluded that by delving deeper into original sources 
and official documents to be found in the Archives at Paris I might 
produce something worth while on the French conception of dignity of 
all Races. Accordingly with some trepidation 1 submitted my first 
tryout for a subject: L’Attitudc de la France a l’Egard de TEgalite 
des Races.
“Madame Cooper cst informce que le sujet FAttitude de la France 
a Regard de l’Egalitc des Races ne pent etre accepte sous unc forme 
aussi vague. En principe votre sujet est accepte. Mais il faudrait 
trouver un titre indiquant d’une fagon plus nette les limites et la 
nature de votre etude. Veuillez agreer, Madame.” etc. etc.
• “| have signed the emancipatian of the blacks, the abolition of slavery and the promise of 
indemnity to the planters. If my lifo had had only th.s hour. I should not regret hav.ng 
lived."
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Too vast and too vague! How hem it in. How pin it down. How 
make it concrete, definite, pointed. I still felt the urge to compliment 
France, and was entirely' sincere in my belief that the torch I hoped to 
see grow bigger and brighter had its lightning spark in her Liherte, 
Fraternite, Egalite.
“Trop vaste” ? Definite Title: Slavery
“Trop vague? Time Limit: The Revolution
“L’Attitude de la France a l’egard de L’Esclavagc pendant la 
Revolution”. Then followed more interviews, more visits to those 
lovely country homes around Paris with high stone walls and a queer 
little bell way out from the house for you to ring and get a click that 
means entrez where dwells the “Learned” of the Universitc whose 
delightfully informal causeries would rate a fortune if they could he 
dictagraphed and sold to the world. So after much priming and prun­
ing my thought was trimmed down to proportions that won from the 
Conservateur dcs Collections: “21 Fevrier 1924, Madame Cooper est 
informc que 1c sujet de These choisi par elle a ete inscrit le 20 Fevrier. 
sur la registre de la Faculte de Paris en ces termes: L’Attitude de la 
France dans la question de I’Esclavage entre 1789 et 1848.”
Followed another dossier aux Archives, more limited in time, deeper 
in content. I cannot speak too gratefully of the efficient and really 
sustaining service rendered me at the Archives. No sooner was my 
subject submitted and its limits known than a force, expert and spe­
cialized was put to listing all the material—documents, speeches. Acts 
of the Assemblce, at the Archives, the Arsenal and other special li­
braries in various parts of Paris that would have taken years and years 
to exhaust.
Not many days after the memorable 21 Fevrier I was waiting at 
Bureau de Renseignments for some matters I had to look up, when I 
became conscious that I was being pointed out by a clerk at another 
desk in conversation with a tall gentlemanly person that had U.S.A. 
emblazoned on every inch of his consciously distinguished bearing. He 
approached me politely and asked in French if he might have a word 
with me. “Speak English, please,” I said quietly and he continued in 
English that he was reporter for the Chicago Tribune published in 
Paris, that he had learned I was there preparing a thesis for the doc­
torate and that I had already won acceptance of my subject by the 
Faculte des Lettres which last, he added pleasantly, was the hardest 
part of the battle. I marveled that he knew beforehand more or at least
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as much about my affairs as I myself, hut begged him to keep it od
the record at least for the present. I don't sec why. he said. It is a
most laudable ambition for an American woman to earn the degree of
Ph.D. from the Sorhonne. Tout le meme, I am quite honestly on sick 4
leave from school in Washington. D. C. and I have many misgivings
about the appreciation I shall receive for this “ laudable ambition
you speak of. I am not playing hookey. Quite the contrary, I am
soundly convinced that every scrap of information I may gain in the
way of broadening horizons and deepening human understanding and
sympathies, means true culture and will redound to the educational
value of my work in the school room. WI believe you are right.” lie
said earnestly and wished me the best of luck. Moreover, I think he
meant it.
Nevertheless, it was not many days after encounter that a friend 
close to authoritative sources at home cabled me: “Rumored 
dropped if not return within 60 days.” Ouch! Just as I was settling 
down to work at the archives where you have to be checked to go in and 
double checked to get out!
On the credit side for my 50 days residence however they had pre­
pared for me an exhaustive dossier of sources bearing on my subject 
and I would gladly have spent more than the promised year delving 
in so rich a mine. Rut 60 days! I began counting off my Saturdays 
and Sundays, the Christmas holidays, George Washington’s birthday.
Only 10 days remained for me to wind up my affairs and report “pres­
ent” at Dunbar High School, Washington. D. C. A desperate Cinderella 
with no fairy godmother to turn to! But again yes; a friend in need, 
the friend indeed—my great and good friend Monsieur l’Abbe. A 
trip to Meudon to explain the situation. If I did not return at once.
I'd lose not only my job as a present means of support but also all
hope of future security on retiring. Would he recommend some col-
laboratrice whom I could employ to copy aux Archives the subjects I
had already checked in the dossier and relay the same to the Library
of Congress at Washington where I would work after school hours and
week ends. I could arrange, I thought with the Doyen to continue my
year’s work in the Washington Library, returning to Paris for the
Soutenance of my Thesis when completed. (Yes; come I would, I »
fiercely promised myself, “If I have to swim!” )
When I walked into my class room 5 minutes before 9 on the morn­
ing of the 60th day of my absence, I did not sense the true inwardness *
of the gleeful applause that greeted me till sometime afterwards when
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I learned that these little friends of mine had had all the excitement of 
fans holding ringside scats at a race; for the substitute had confided 
to them “ I’ll be your permanent teacher if Mrs. Cooper does not get 
back by next Thursday.'*
Plugging away every leisure moment and putting in full time in 
summer vacation and holidays at the Library of Congress where a 
table in an alcove was grociously placed for me, I had my stulT fit to 
be typed by Thanksgiving. This time I prostrated myself before the 
Throne and asked for leave under Rule 45 for “Emergency*' stating 
the emergency to present my thesis before a Jury at the Sorbonnc. I 
pulled every string I knew in Paris (and I had found several) for per­
mission to send my MMS. ahead to be reviewed, criticised and printed. 
(It must be in print before the soutenance.) Absolument impossible! 
replied the Doyen. Not even our men absent on military service would 
be allowed such a concession. My immediate supervisor wanted to 
know why the “emergency'* could not be squeezed into the ten days 
of Ehster holiday. Well we could not manipulate the Law of France 
to accommodate a High School in Washington. So again scrapping in 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter and all Saturdays and Sundays, I took 
the bit in my teeth deciding “ If they drop me this time it shall be for 
doing as I darn please. If I perish. I perish.
With my typed MMS in my hand bag I once again crossed the 
Atlantic, following the Beam; my co-laboratrice. Mademoiselle C. who 
had faithfully kept in close touch all the year, sent a wire to my boat 
saying she would be at Madame L*s by 10 the next morning to take 
my MMS. to the chairman of my Jury. My Washington typist had had 
no French accents on her machine, and I burned out a devastating 
number of Madame L’s candles, sitting up all night to put in accents 
and make necessary corrections. When leave to print was finally ob­
tained, I must see the members of my trial Board to learn the supple­
mentary questions proposed by each for discussion at the soutenance. 
M. Bougie wrote: Madame Cooper pourrait etre interroge sur Les 
Idces Egalitaires et le mouvement Democratique. M. Ccstre, Profes­
sor of English Language and Literature at the Sorbonnc, who said to 
me afterwards “Your success here w ill mean much to your countrymen** 
assigned the subject: Les Mesures Legislatives concernunt Fesclavage 
anx Elals Unis de 1787 d 1850. More sleepless nights and 
midnight candles. Electricity had not then been installed in Madame 
L’s apartments. Recalling that my own subject had been rejected as 
“too vast and too vague,*’ I wondered why something could not be done
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about Bougie’s “ Idees Egalitaires” with no fixed limit in time, space 
or human thinking. I had but one short week to think it through. Be­
sides and most emphatically I was frankly afraid of Bougie. My 
Trench ear seemed duller than ever when he spoke and my tongue 
stupidly stuck in my throat. Madame told me that he was Breton
which explained his variation from the more accustomed Parisian. But 
to make matters worse, I found myself on the opposite side in some 
pronouncements from his own thesis on Egalite, and when I gave out 
my opinion to Madame she said: “That will not help you. Bougie 
is atheist.”
As March 23 approached I tried to steel my nerves with the thought 
‘It is a glorious thing to suffer and die for one’s convictions. I did 
not dread the main thesis which I understood would be handled by 
Sagnac. and I felt quite at home on M. Cestre’s subject. But for Bougie 
while Bryce and De Tocquevillc were both familiar reading, 1 was 
apprehensive there would be the inevitable clash with the great Judge 
himself.
Somewhere off the quadrangle I had read in passing: These pour le 
Doctoral 23 Mars a 9 heures Salle de Richelieu Mile. Cooper. But the 
only directing I had received was “Tout pres de I’Eglise” in very rapid 
and very careless French. As T entered for the first time the awesome 
portals of the Salle du Doctorat I was met by an elderly personage in 
black gown who addressed me as Mademoiselle and inquired what 
college was designated by my Master’s hood of crimson and gold. He 
conducted me to a table at front on which a carafe of water, a goblet 
and a bowl of sugar for what purpose I was too painfully preoccupied 
to try to guess. I think I recall a painting of the great Cardinal and 
blurs of others high on the walls but too remote in consciousness to 
leave any impression today.
My good friend, the usher (can’t say what his title should be in 
France, but he seemed to me most like a royal Major domo or perhaps 
a very intellectual court bailiff rapped three times. The audience, 
which was behind me and did not disturb me in the least, rose and I 
stood up as the three judges filed in by a door at the rear of the high 
platform on which they seated themselves.
Anticipating that Sagnac would lead off with a general question on 
the thesis itself, I had written out in French and memorized a resume 
of my basic thought as to the influence of the Encyclopedists and 18th
century philosophy on attitudes in France regarding the Rights of 
Man, the barbarity of slavery, etc. as translated here:
The altitude of France toward Slavery is more clearly demonstrated 
in the teachings of the philosophers of the XVIIIth century than in 
direct legislation during the Revolution. The work of the Encyclo­
pedists, the mocking satire and ridicule of Voltaire, the eloquence of 
Rousseau and especially the serious logic of Montesquieu created an 
atmosphere in which the idea of human slavery appeared revolting 
and repugnant to all generous souls. The saying of Lord Mansfield 
that the air of England was too pure for a slave to breathe, became in 
France even more spiritualized and pervasive. A nation enamored of 
the ideal of the Rights of Man could not rest indifferent in the face of 
the idea of slavery, even though it was at a distance of three thousand 
lieues. And these men had the courage of their convictions. With them 
a truth once grasped by the mind’s eye was at once translated into 
action.
But events of gravest importance followed closely on the heels of 
such action and demanded immediate solution. It was necessary to 
deni justly by their brothers and fellow citizens beyond the sea. One 
could not despoil the planters of their properties not to speak of the 
interests of the commercial cities and of proprietors in France. If 
legislative action seems to proceed with a pace uncertain and even at 
times to retrogress, it is not difficult to comprehend the enormity of the 
forces at play. However all might have gone well but for the ir­
reducible obsession of the colony of St. Domingo with regard to their 
prejudice toward the men of color. The mother country was disposed 
to grant all the rights for local self government for their Isle and even 
this Decree of May 15 they might have been able to meet with some 
finesse and complaisance. But this was a problem too grave to be 
resolved by the force at hand; too dangerous to await force from the 
Metropolis. In fact force was fire to powder.
The slaves—they too were men—men to be reckoned with. It would 
be unreasonable to blame the sympathy of Les Amis des iXoirs in 
France for an outbreak the most natural in the world. Even a beast 
under such circumstances would have struck a blow for his liberty. 
Nothing could have turned the tide for the Colony of San Domingo 
save the firm resolution between the reasoning people on both sides 
the color line to cooperate in confidence and mutual loyalty as good 
patriots.
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Actually this is the very project which is being tried out at the 
moment by the Sociologic Congres of the South in the U.S.A. In this 
section where the crisis between the races is most acute a movement has 
been inaugurated among the more advanced thinkers, for the rap­
prochement of sensible men of the two races—those who think and 
those who will the good. It is only through mutual understanding, 
mutual appreciation and mutual sympathy that the storms and stress 
of life can be calmed and rendered bearable.
The dreaded Bougie gave a look in my direction that seemed to 
say in mushy Breton: 4i  didn't believe it was in her." The chairman 
proceeded with some criticisms of textual errors which I accepted and 
noted in the copy I held. He also took exception to my partisan plead­
ing. He maintained that the Gens de Couleur were not unitedly fight­
ing for the Rights of Man. That the mulattoes so far from espousing 
the cause of the blacks, narrowly sought only their own release and 
were not averse to holding slaves in their own right.
To me this discussion was both significant and informative. I 
realized, not unpleasantly that a soutenance was not a test “exam” to 
be prepared for by cramming and cribbing the night before and 
brazened through by bluff and bluster the morning after by way of 
securing a “passing7’ mark; rather and most emphatically a soutenance 
“sustaining,” supporting, defending if need be, an original intellectual 
effort that has already been passed on by competent judges as worthy 
a place in the treasure house of thought, affords for the public a 
unique opportunity to listen in on this measuring of one's thought by 
the yard slick of great thinkers, both giving and receiving inspiration 
and stimulus from the contact. After about an hour on the main theme 
Sagnac passed the defendant over to M. Cestre who had to meet a class 
elsewhere at 11. In his kindly hands my fears ceased clawing at my 
heart. Without consciousness of the unusual I followed his lead as if 
in informal conversation when he mentioned John C. Calhoun. Thomas 
Jefferson, State Sovereignty. Nullification. When he rose to be excused 
I knew that I had at least one vote for “passing.”
I have translated into English for my classes at Frelinghuysen the 
French assignments both of M. Cestre and M. Bougie. Copies in pam­
phlet form will accompany this brochure.
From 11 to 12 the Bete Noir.
My best bolstering boost was that Bougie's Thesis, Egalite had 
been carefully studied and I knew it almost as well as I knew my own.
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He could not trip me on that if once I caught his question. Only once 
did my ear stumble and it was on the word densite. I hesitated 
“densitc" dans cite—“ Pardon, Monsieur. Je n’ai pas compris votre 
question.” However, that was all straightened out and by the very 
s irony of fate, when, after three solid hours of grilling questions and
grueling fear, the mentor at my back rapped a third time for the audi­
ence to rise on the return of the judges, and I remained standing for 
. the sentence to be pronounced, it was Monsieur Bougie who delivered
the verdict, of which all that l could make out or can now recall, was 
“bien satisfaits” and “que vous ctes Docteur.”
As the two judges solemnly filed out by the same door at rear of 
the high platform through which they had entered three hours before, 
1 could not realize that nil was over till people from behind whom I 
had not seen before, took me by the hand or began saying things. Some 
just looked at me and smiled without saying anything. One woman 
speaking good old United States (How good it sounded!) said she had 
thought something of trying for the Doctorate but had not quite made 
up her mind. Wanted to buy a copy of my thesis. We went to the 
Secretariat together where she made her purchase.
Don’t I get a diploma—or something? I asked meekly. Mais oui, 
bien entendu! par les canaux diplomatiqucs, a l’Ambassade de la 
Republiquc Fran$aise mix Flats Unis. The French government does 
not deal with individuals. Our ambassador will be pleased to entrust 
to the Mayor of your city 1c Diplome de Docteur es Lett res de la Fac- 
ultc de Paris, honneur de votre obtention d'aujourd hui. I explained 
with what French I had left in me (it must have been lamely, for 1 was 
both tired and hungry, having eaten nothing before setting out for the 
Sorbonne at 8 A.M.) that my town was Washington, D. C., that we had 
no Mayor but did business through three commissioners appointed by 
the President of the United States.
The only answer to my rather labored explanation was a French 
shrug and Eh bien! Les canaux diplomatiqucs, quelconque quel qu’il 
soit. Mademoiselle.” This arrangement was fulfilled to the letter. The 
diplome dc Docteur cs lettrcs de la Facultc de Paris was in due time 
h received at the Ambassadc de la Republique Frangaisc aux Flats Unis
and presented to me by a delegate representing the Commissioners of 
the District of Columbia in a pleasing ceremony at Howard University 
„ under the auspices of Xi Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority December 29, 1925.
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If anything was needed to deflate the satisfactions of that last day 
at the Sorbonne, it came in the evening when I received from Washing­
ton the following order:
Furnish this office a day to day account of your schedule 
of work.”
As my day to day schedule was now fast drawing to a close and I 
was booked for sailing in just two days, my official reports would have 
to be “Very respectfully" by word of mouth in propria persona on my 
arrival.
Therefore, no comment for the present.
However, to balance the ledger on the other hand and restore the 
equilibrium of self approval that may be my “courageux desseins” 
were after all not altogether just pushing straws against the wind, there 
came on the same fruitful Monday the warm hand clasp of a prominent 
American woman, whose name I am forbidden to mention here, saying: 
“Pm proud of you, and as a graduating gift I want to present you with 
a sight-seeing tour through the devastated Regions all expenses pre­
paid.” Thus was arranged for Wednesday with American Express 
personally conducted service a day replete with the most thrilling, the 
most enlightening, the most prolific experience of my entire career.
The Abbe Klein had asked regarding the “Trial by Jury,” How 
soon will you know? I could not say beforehand and he extended the 
flexible invitation to come to breakfast with him when it was all over. 
The next morning accordingly, he welcomed me in person with the 
•cordial "Well, How was it?” “Tres bicn, j’espere.”
Je priais pour vous. I was praying for you. Thanks, dear Friend. 
May your prayers now and always help along my faltering endeavors 
and give meaning to my own imperfect prayers. I esteem it an honor 
and sacred privilege to be included among the “friends” remembered 
in the anniversary souvenir of ordination and first Mass, December 19 
and 20, 1885:
“Jc demande a mes amis de pricr pour moi comme jc pric pour 
eux et de se joindre a moi pour rcmercier Dicu du grand bienfait de 
mon Sacerdoce.”—Felix Klein
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One day in May, 1619, (precisely one year before the Mayflower 
at Plymouth there put in at the little port of Jamestown in the English 
Colony of Virginia, a Dutch trading vessel which carried in its hold 
19 Negroes stolen from the shores of Africa. The captain was in need 
of supplies in return for which with a quantity of large leaf tobacco 
sufficient to cover a deal these 19 wretches were sold at auction among 
the inhabitants of the Colony, and the boat put to sea again, the crew 
well satisfied that they had done a good turn for the days record.
To tell the truth it was a day’s work big with fate, for this day 
marked the beginning of African slavery in the colonics which were to 
become the United States of America.
Thus, without the fanfare of trumpets or disturbance of the elements 
—neither thunder, lightning nor rumbling of earthquake—there en­
tered into American life a fact, silent and unforscen which was destined 
nevertheless to embroil the entire future, embitter friendly relations of 
brothers, of families, of states and finally to stir up a fratricidal war, 
the most bloody, the most devastating in all previous history.
And yet this fact at first was quite simply a local patriarchal custom, 
subject to the domestic regulations of the state or of the central power 
of the federated states. Thus we see that the custom soon disappeared 
in Massachusetts without opposition or discussion. They said quite 
simply that slavery was irreconcilable with their state constitution. 
Vermont never permitted it. Pennsylvania decreed that all children 
bom after 1776 should be free. Other states likewise soon brought 
about the gradual abolition of a custom generally recognized as vicious 
and altogether antagonistic to generous principles. Thomas JefTerson 
in his first draft of the Declaration of Independence accuses George III 
in regard to Article XII of the Treaty of Utrecht by which an English 
company was guaranteed the exclusive right of importing slaves from 
Africa to American ports: on several occasions the English legisla­
tures in North America had made the attempt to arrest the slave trade 
but were prevented by the royal veto. “He (the king has waged cruel 
war against human nature . . . determined to keep open a market 
where men should be bought and sold, he has prostituted his negative 
for suppressing every legislative attempt to prohibit or to restrain this 
execrable commcrcc.,, Note also, a letter from JefTerson to Condorect 
(No. 231 JefTerson collection, MSS. Dept Library of Congress, Wash­
ington, D. C.) Philadelphia, August 30, 1791.
“I am happy to be able to inform you that we have in the U. S., a 
Negro son of a native African, who is a mathematician of great ability.
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I have procured for him employment with one of our chief engineers 
who is drawing up the plan of the new federal city on the Potomac 
River: in his leisure moments he has written an almanac for next 
year which he has sent me in his own hand writing and which I enclose 
herewith. I have seen some of his solutions of extremely complicated 
geometric problems showing great mathematical genius. He is, let me 
say, a very worthy and respectable member of society and a free man. 
I shall he very happy to note similar cases of moral excellence so 
numerous that one might prove that the lack of talent observed in some 
individuals of this group is merely the effect of their degraded condi­
tion and not at all the result of any difference in the structure of parts 
on which depends the intellect and higher qualities of the soul.”
In the same general tone, is a letter of George Washington to Phylis 
Wheatley, the African slave of a family in Massachusetts. President 
Washington thanks the young poetess for a copy of her book of verses 
and pays her a warm compliment upon her excellent achievement.
On the very eve of the Constitutional Convention the Ordinance of 
1787 was to take account of the extension of slavery in a manner un­
equivocal, energetic, courageous and momentous in its consequences. 
This ordinance has the distinctive mark of being the first legislation of 
Congress as a sovereign body, having power to own and regulate a 
territory of about 430,000 sq. miles in extent—equal in area to the 
surface of France, Spain and Portugal combined. This land known 
as the Northwest Territory became the property of the United States 
by cession of claims of those states whose western borders were not 
clearly defined by Charter. New York and Virginia followed by other 
states of smaller pretentions ceded their claims before the convention 
of 1787. Thus, the Congress under the Articles of Confederation, which 
did not authorize it to hold any property, found itself the inheritor of 
the same problem which the British government had found so perplex­
ing. It was necessary to govern as an absolute power a distant colony 
without a voice and without representation.
The preliminary plan of which Jefferson was the author was pro­
posed April 23, 1784. It arranged for the establishment of 17 states 
to the North and to the South of the Ohio River which were to remain 
forever a part of the United States, should have a republican form of 
government, and the ordinance creating these states was to be a per­
manent past unalterable save by mutual consent between the Federal 
government and that of the State here formed. It was affirmed in a
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declaration memorable for alltime that ‘‘after the year 1800 there shall 
not be in any of the said states, either slavery or involuntary servitude 
except as a punishment for crime of which the person shall have been 
duly convicted.” In the final phrasing adopted in 1787 of which Nathan 
Dane of Massachusetts was chief scribe, the prohibition of slavery was 
made perpetual, but at the same time there was added a new phrase, 
viz., a fugitive slave bill or clause to the effect that the states should 
l»e legally bound to return “persons held for service or labor by the 
laws of another state.” Note that the word slave is avoided by a para­
phrase.
The Ordinance as finally adopted comprised instead of the 17 states 
contemplated in the Jefferson plan, only the land north of the Ohio 
River from which was subsequently formed the states of Ohio, In­
diana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin. Although the power of Con­
gress over this territory was absolute in theory, it was necessary to 
exercise this power in such a way as to encourage self government on 
the part of the states and by granting them local autonomy as soon as 
possible.
The importance of the Ordinance of 1787 lies in the fact that it 
was copied in subsequent legislation for the organization of the terri­
tories as the foundation and principle of the American system. Again 
it is worthy of remark that so far as there was any notice taken of 
slavery even as a custom, there was the evident purpose at this time 
to prevent its spread if not to abolish it altogether.
In drawing up the Constitution in the Convention which met at 
Philadelphia from May 14 to September 17, 1787, the words “Slave,” 
“Slavery” and Slave Trade were carefully avoided although evidently 
present in the conscious minds of a ll; fiAlher proof that the conception 
later alleged by the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott decision that the 
slave was a chattel (a “thing” not a person was not from the beginning 
the conception of the fathers of the country. In the words of the Con­
stitution the slaves were “persons held to service or labor under the 
laws of any state.” The “Trade” was “the importation of such per­
sons as any of the states already existing should think proper to admit.” 
That is to say in according to the “states already existing” sovereign 
rights over their predetermined internal customs, the fathers of the 
constitutions had not the attitude of favoring slavery as an institution 
and very adroitly put upon it all the restrictions compatible with the 
leading idea of the day that the union of the 13 colonies was altogether 
voluntary and that the Federal government possessed only the powers
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granted to it by the states. However, the fact of slavery as a skeleton 
at the feast had already become an embarrassment to the fathers of the 
country, requiring and exacting many compromises, much confusion 
in trying to reconcile the convenience of the moment with those prin­
ciples elaborated in the Declaration of Independence; and it was again 
Jefferson who said: “ I tremble for my country when I remember that 
God is just.’* He was right.
The first measure of fateful consequences which the presence of 
Slavery demanded was the provision (Article I, Section 2) of the Con­
stitution in regard to apportionment of representation and direct taxes 
among the states of the union. “Representatives and direct taxes shall 
be apportioned among the several states included within this Union, 
according to their respective numbers which shall be determined by 
adding to the whole number of free persons including those bound to 
service for a term of years and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths 
of all other persons.” Since the only persons imaginable outside of 
the free, the indentured and the Indians must be the slaves from Africa, 
here was a concession of prime importance to the slave holders who 
possssed a considerable number of retainers, since a county or voting 
precinct in the Black Belt in reality gave representation only to the 
whites altho three-fifths of the slaves there were reckoned in th basis of 
apportionment. Thus, the proprietor of 500 slaves was worth in his 
single vote as much as 301 voters at the North in making up the House 
of Representatives, a manifest injustice.
Again, Article I, Section 9: The Compromise in regard to the Slave 
Trade, while on its face it seemed to hold the balance equally between 
the adversaries and the partisans of the Trade, in truth it gave all the 
advantage to the latter, because the phrase “Shall not be prohibited 
prior to 1808,” although it constrained the Congress to give free rein 
to the importation of slaves for 20 years, it did not stipulate at all that 
such imporation should cease at this juncture.
Again also Article IV, Section 2, makes once again concession to 
the Slave power without using the word “Slave.” “No person held to 
service or labor in one state under the laws thereof, escaping into an­
other, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be dis­
charged from such service or labor, but shall be delivered upon claim 
of the party to whom such service or labor may be due.” We have 
seen that the foundation of such a fugitive slave law had already been 
voiced in the Ordinance of 1787, but it was only after 1850 that this 
principle became a burning question. The Constitution had provided
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for the extradition of fugitive criminals as well as of fugitive slaves; 
but in the case of criminals the action of giving them up developed 
upon the governor of the state to which they had fled. As to slaves the 
constitution said nothing, but the Congress in 1793 decreed that this 
duty should rest with the Federal judges or upon local magistrates of 
the state. Then several states passed “Personal Liberty Laws" for* 
bidding or restraining the action of their magistrates in such cases.
Now the Act of 1850, transferred the jurisdiction of these cases to 
the Federal courts and to the marshals of the United States, imposed 
penalties for failure to deliver and refused trial by jury. In conse­
quence, the antislavery sentiment at the North flared out in white heat 
while slave hunting became more and more brutal.
Men said: “No longer arc there any free states. We are obliged to 
he at the service of the Slave Power." Even as the immortal Lincoln 
cried: “The country cannot exist half free and half slave. The house 
divided against itself cannot stand."
But of all the measures concerning slavery, the most indirect and in 
appearance the most remote from slavery, but at the same time, the 
most important in results is found in Article I, Section 3, of the Con­
stitution, known as the Connecticut Compromise, because it was pro­
posed by the delegates from that state in the convention of 1787. 
Although at this time it seemed to settle forever the question of repre­
sentation of states in the general Fedral system by giving two senators 
for each state whether large or small, nevertheless, it was to become 
the reason and ground of a terrible struggle caused by the policy of 
slavery. It was slavery that tipped the scales every time a new state 
presented itself for admission into the Union of States. It was slavery 
that fostered the dream of an empire from the creation of new bom 
states out of the big Republic of Texas-^a dream which turned to 
reality in the Mexican War and which looked to augmenting enormously 
the slave power in the Senate. The emigration movement was setting 
always to the West and Northwest rather than to the South. Conse­
quently the House of Representatives based on population in spite of 
the three-fifths surplus advantage granted the Slaveholders, soon 
showed a solid majority in favor of free labor. But in the Senate, while 
the balance between the states of the North and of the South remained 
almost even, the South could gain the ascendancy there quite easily by 
the support of a handful of Senators of the North, who might be in­
different or subservient to the doctrine of non interference in State 
Sovereignty.
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Now so long as the labor of the slave was altogether domestic and 
the relation between master and slave remained patriarchal, the only 
condemnation brought against slavery was purely philosophic from 
advanced thinkers at the South as well as the North. Nothing could be 
stronger in this regard than the words and ideals of Jefferson, who 
often refers to the slaves as “our brothers,” and who reproved the no­
tion of “beast of burden” as vigorously ns the most ardent of Northern 
abolitionists did later. In fact, Jefferson in France, manifested great 
interest in the tenets and purposes of the “Amis des NoirsM society, 
explaining that as a representative of the United States, he was for­
bidden to take a more active part in cooperation with them.
In 1793, there was brought out an invention—that of Eli Whitney, 
for separating the seed from the fibre of the cotton boll; it was the 
cotton gin which produced an industrial revolution in the United States 
and the dream of a school teacher from Connecticut that riveted the 
chains of slavery more solidly than ever before. At the epoch of the 
Constitution, men did not believe that the cultivation could be made 
profitable for the South. The “ roller gin” by slave labor could clean 
only a half dozen pounds per day. In 1784, eight bales of cotton un­
loaded at Liverpool from an American boat were seized in the belief 
that so much cotton could not be the product of the United States. Eli 
Whitney of Connecticut, who was teaching school in Georgia having 
observed from time to time the toilsome labor of the slaves, conceived 
the idea of a mechanical saw to pick the cotton by dredging it across 
metal combs too close to admit the seeds. One slave could now gin a 
thousands pounds per day. The exportation of cotton jumped from 
189,000 lbs. in 1791 to 21,000.000 lbs. in 1801 and doubled itself 
again in three years more. Immediately, cotton was king! All of a 
sudden also, men envisaged the enormous wealth in the possession of 
one or more slaves and the profit of the slave trade became the most 
seductive lure in the world. Starting from this moment the slave power 
became the most important question in the politics of the United States. 
Having become now commercial and political, the system lost almost 
on the instant its patriarchal character. Here commenced the mad 
struggle for supremacy in the Senate, the battle to the death of the 
states who would favor slavery—a struggle that would not end till the 
bloody war of secession and all “the wealth piled up the bondman’s 
toil was sunk and every drop of blood drawn by the lash was paid by 
another drawn with the sword.”
When Thomas Jefferson bought from Bonaparte the vast territory 
of Louisiana, slavery existed there already, supported by the laws of
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France and of Spain. It was the prudence of "laissez faire" that Con­
gress tactily ratified existing laws and customs and slavery not only 
remained legal but extended itself more and more across the territory. 
The State of Louisiana, from this territory, was without question ad­
mitted as a slave state in 1812. But when Missouri the second state 
carved from this territory presented herself for admission likewise as a 
slave state, it was not without opposition on the part of states of the 
North and Northwest, where labor was free. Seeing that the equilibrium 
between the number of antislavery and proslavcry states was almost 
perfectly balanced, although the population of free labor states as we 
have seen mounted far beyond that of the South, the proposed admis­
sion of Missouri was promptly authorized by the Senate representing 
states, but rejected by the House, which represented population. This 
deadlock continued several years until 1820 when the admission of 
Maine at the North, as aa free state reestablished the threatened equi­
librium and the famous “Missouri Compromise'* seemed to calm for 
a moment the vexing question of slavery. This Compromise of 1820, 
however, like those of the Constitution, wielded once again the ad­
vantage of the moment to slave power with an elusive promise of 
recompense in the future. Slavery was to be excluded forever in the 
territory to the north of parallel 36° 30*. Missouri which was wholly 
to the north of this line was to be admitted with slavery and although 
not expressly stated every one understood that states due to be formed 
from territory to the South of 36° 30' should be admitted with slavery 
if they so desired. In fact, Arkansas entered thus in 1836.
So it seemed that the metes and bounds of slavery had been es­
tablished forever; for states, by the Constitution and for territories, 
mathematically by the line 36° 30*. But, as often happens, delicate 
social equilibriums carefully buttressed by such compromises and such 
laws, not rarely find themselves incapable of resisting the test of the 
passions and interests of rival men. We shall see it in the denouement.
The war with Mexico for possession of the territory of Texas, which 
had already declared herself independent, was fought (1847-8) solely 
for the purpose of giving to the Slavocracy, power of expansion in the 
Senate. Texas was admitted in 1845 as a slave state of course, but, on 
the condition exacted by the North that only a single state should be 
molded from its vast terrain. The Southern expansionists had figured 
out at least 4 new states affording 8 sovereign senators for their party.
In 1850, California, having formed a Constitution by which slavery 
was prohibited, demanded admission into the Union. Now “Squatter
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Sovereignty” (i.e.f the will of those who have squatted or camped on 
the ground) a policy invoked by those who wanted to dodge the rigor­
ous application of line 36° 30' against slavery, was found at the mo­
ment, in reality, working out to the disadvantage of its creators. 
Moreover, California was for the most part, North of parallel 36° 30*; 
and so whether by the Wilmot Proviso which aimed to forbid slavery 
in all territory acquired or due to be acquired by Congress in the fu­
ture, or by the Missouri Compromise which expressly declared that 
there should be no slavery to the north of line 36° 30’, or yet against 
Squatter Sovereignty which left it to the inhabitants of a territory 
whether they would or would not allow slavery, California seemed to 
have every right on her side to be admitted without slavery as she 
wished. But again the slave interests extorted some grand concessions 
in the famous Compromise of 1850. California was admitted as she 
desired, but, the organization of the rest of the cession from Mexico 
had to be without restriction in regard to slavery; and then the “Fugi­
tive Slave Law” which imposed upon all the states the duty of captur­
ing and returning to their masters any slaves who might seek refuge 
therein, was made more rigorous than ever before.
The Compromise of 1820, strangely enough, was not brought before 
the Supreme Court for the test of its constiutionality until 30 years 
after in the famous case of Dred Scott. Scott was a slave of Missouri, 
whose master had taken him into a free state. He brought suit for his 
liberty according to the law of the state where he found himself. In the 
meantime, having been sold to a citizen of another state, he transferred 
his suit to the Federal courts which have jurisdiction in cases between 
citizens of different states. By appeal, the case came before the Su­
preme Court from which the remarkable decision was handed down, 
Chief Justice Taney presiding, that neither a slave nor the descendant 
of slaves could have the rights of citizens; that they could neither sue 
in the courts nor be recognized under the law save as chattels, i. e. 
property or possession of a master—not as a person or individual. 
Furthermore, the opinion of the chief justice rendering the decision 
went on to attack the validity of the legislation in the Act of 1820, 
alleging that one of the functions of the Congress was the protection 
of propery rights; that slaves had been recognized as property by the 
Constitution and that Congress was bound to uphold slavery in the 
territories quite the reverse of prohibiting it. This decision quite 
frankly threw down the gauntlet between the two governmental theories 
in the United States; the North, holding that the Constitution regarded
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slaves as “persons held to service or labor" under the laws of certain 
states, and that the function of Congress was the protection of Liberty 
quite as much as the protection of property; and that Congress was 
bound to prohibit slavery in the territories, quite the reverse of pro­
tecting it.
The South on the otherhnnd. maintained that the duty of Congress 
to protect slavery was now affirmed by the Supreme Court, that the 
republicans of the North were rejecting the only peaceable interpre­
tation of the Constitution and that the South could no longer submit 
even to “Squatter Sovereignty” leaving it to the inhabitants to decide 
for territories. You see the impasse. Nothing but the arbitrament of 
arms could untangle the situation; after which. Amendment 14 of the 
Constiution was to define the law of citizenship in a manner so com­
prehensive and clear that it must settle for all time the question 
involved in the Dred Scott decision by establishing forever the status 
of citizens of the United States.
"All persons born or naturalized in the United States are citizens 
thereof and of the States in which they reside.
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In his Thesis Les Idees Egalitaires, Monsieur Bougie declares quite 
decisively that the notion of Equality manifests itself only in our 
Western Civilization, (p. 37). “It is only in two parts of the globe, 
Europe and America, at points where Latin, German and Anglo Saxon 
Races have developed a certain culture known as Occidental Civiliza­
tion that we discover a general evolution towards Democracy.”
Again p. 6: “Autant de problemes moraux que les tendances 
egalitaires propose a notre conscience. 1‘aureolc dcs idees morales 
eblouit. Ccst avec un esprit methodiquement desintercsse que nous 
devons aborder, comme s’il s'agissait de mineraux ou de vegetaux 
quelconques, l’etude des idees egalitaires.” And finally (p. 248)
“Si Regalitairisme semble bicn etre aujourdhui Ic motcur principal 
de notre civilization e’est qu il en est d'abord le produit naturcl. Est-cc 
a dire qu’il soit juste realisable? Nous avons prouve que Eidee 
de Pegalite resulte logiquement des transformations rcelles dc nos 
societes; ce n’est pas prouver du meme coup qu cllc doit moralement 
les commander.”
(In a word Mr. Bougie's Thesis holds that Human Equality is a 
man-made concept resulting as a natural product of the transforma­
tions in Nordic Society. That his method in tracing its origin and 
growth must be purely realistic and dissociated from moral sanctions 
as to whether it is either right or realizable.)
This decision is in my judgment as cold as the Russian Steppes and 
as bleak-barren as the peaks of the Himalayas. Can we—ought we to 
analyze human society as if it were a question of minerals or of vege­
tation? Perhaps. But even so it is necessary in every case to beware 
of arbitrary preconceptions, and especially is it necessary to note well 
the importance of every exception which may vitiate the argument or 
falsify the conclusion.
The subject which has been imposed upon me is, as worded, too 
vast and too vague for a thesis. To do it justice would require the life 
work of a Grote and another of a Gihbon, not to speak of the Modem 
Democracies to which James Bryce has devoted two big volumes of 
more than a thousand pages in treating only six examples of it; nor 
of the classic work of De Tocqueville who limits himself quite simply 
to the U.S.A. ending with 1830: “ Les Idees Egalitaires et le Mouve- 
ment Democratique/’ The Concept of Equality and the Democratic 
Movement.
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Where? and at what Epoch?
It is necessary to set up some sort of metes and bounds for the 
terrain even if the flight contemplates only the stratosphere.
I have read carefully and with deep and lively interest the learned 
and scientific work of Dr. Bougie of the Sorbonne Faculte and I would 
like if I dared such a liberty to place beside it some facts in actual 
life from a single one of the nations who bear aloft with assurance 
the banner of Equality in Democracy—nay, who are privileged as the 
most advanced to carry the torch of civilization for the enlightenment 
of the “Backward” races but who, to the world’s amazement, show up 
some deplorable lapses away from the formula proposed by the phi­
losopher. And right here may be the danger spot.
If one approaches the subject by pure reason it becomes necessary 
to accept the conclusion in its entirety without personal or local bias 
and without exception taken to suit any embarrassing fact. If for 
example the conditions for equality as defined by the author arc 
achieved by some nations not included in the term “occidental,” we 
cannot imagine some factitious lines in order to exclude the ones or to 
include the others. A case in point may be noted in the Franco- 
Japanese Treaty of August 4. 1896, which affirms:
“Among the legislative enactments of countries of the Orient, a 
place apart, a place of honor must be conceded to that of the Empire 
of Japan. Its most recent monuments bear the imprint of Western 
civilization, the principles with which they are inspired are those of the 
most advanced codes of the Old Europe, and nowhere perhaps does 
this characteristic loom up more conspicuously than in the regulations 
which at the present moment govern the status in Japan of foreigners 
living there or who carry on business there. Equality of rights before 
the law between nationals and foreigners is openly and formally pro­
claimed, etc., etc.”
Is it not reasonable to grant that if our theory regarding the elite 
of nations is not sufficiently comprehensive to include a nation with 
such a creditable recommendation, that we should either enlarge our 
definition to harmonize with the facts or else treat the subject of Equal­
ity not as an abstraction but as it manifests itself uniquely in Europe 
and in America? A better hypothesis it seems to me, would be the 
postulate that progress in the democratic sense is an inborn human 
endowment—a shadow mark of the Creator’s image, or if you will an
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urge-cell the universal and unmistakable hall-mark traceable to the 
Father of all.
That “In the mud and scum of things
There alway, alway something sings”
and it is that “Something”—that Singing Something, which dis­
tinguishes the First Man from the last ape, which in a subtle way tagged 
him with the picturesque Greek title anthropos, the upward face, and 
which justifies the claim to equality by birthright to the inheritance 
from a common Father for the “Backward” no less than the “Advanced” 
among his varying but undeniable progeny. The sense of “belonging” 
may seem to slumber more or less indefinitely here or there for racial 
groups and it may be blatantly denied and successfully ignored by 
aggressive usurpers who assert with conviction: “We are the people! 
beside us there is none other." But the divine Spark is capable of 
awakening at the most unexpected moment and it never is wholly 
smothered or stamped out. Therefore the racial group or nation that 
undertakes the role to play God and dominate the earth, has an awful, 
a terrific responsibility.
To assume that the ideas inherent in social progress descend by 
divine favor upon the Nordic people, a Superior Race chosen to dom­
inate the Earth, assuredly pampers the pride of those believing them­
selves the Elect of God. But one may as well anticipate Surprises. For 
example note the situation in Russia today (1925) little dreamed of 
20 years ago, likewise in China, Turkey, in Egypt, the Ghandi move­
ment in India.
“There are some instants.” says Bryce, “when it would be wiser to 
bestow free institutions even if they are liable to be misused than to 
foment discontent by withholding them.”
A t eMight we not go so far as to say a priori that we ought to admit 
for all peoples the possibility of establishing these instiutions without 
withholding them from any.
I trust my audacity may be pardoned in daring to take exception 
to certain conclusions of one of my judges, the learned Dr. Bougie 
whose thesis Egalite has been assigned me for questioning.
(My ideas as a matter of course arc not scientifically buttressed 
and no time has been allowed for adequate research, weighing and 
comparing of authorities on so vast and so important a theme. My
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own thesis: “L’Attitude de la France a Regard de FEsclavage pen­
dant La Revolution” on which 1 had spent a full year of research both 
in the Archives at Paris and the Library of Congress at Washington, 
had to be accepted by Sagnac, chairman of the bench of judges, then 
printed by Maratheux and placed in the hands of three judges: Sagnac, 
Cestre and Bougie before the Soutenance was granted for March 23, 
1925. It was then that two subsidiary topics were unleashed for ex­
tempore reaction:
a) Les Mesures legislatives concemant FEsclavage aux Etats Unis 
de 1789 a 1850 by Dr. C. Cestre. b) Les Idees Egalitaires et le 
Mouvement Democratique by Dr. C. Bougie.)
It is necessary, whatever the conditions to speak the truth as one 
sees it even if from a somewhat blurred viewpoint one is not able to 
follow exactly the shining pathway of the Master.
At page 44 the author demands: ‘‘Would any one dare assert that 
in a given modern society there exist at the same time two different 
standards of justice fixing for the same act a heavy penalty if it has 
been committed by an artisan, a light penalty if it has been committed 
by a property holder?”
Two different laws inscribed as statutes? No. But custom which 
defies the law and makes of it a scrap of paper is so notorious that 
even for the nation where we love to picture the foyer of democracy, 
equality and justice, it is a common saying in advance of trials: “You 
can't put a million dollars in jail, or free a poor devil without a cent, 
particularly if the latter happens to be of a race proscribed.”
In such circumstances Law, in the abstract founded on the un­
alienable Rights of Man and the indestructible value of Humanity 
makes sheer mockery of Equality. Lynching or the summary execution 
by a mob without judge or jury and often in a manner atrocious and 
barbarous, proclaimed at the start as necessary in order to forestall a 
horrible crime against women, has extended itself step by step from 
black men to black women and boys of 15 and 14 years of age and 
then, so contagious is the fever that one counts some white men and 
even quite recently a white woman among the victims of this travesty 
of Law. Defying the Law in certain states also is Peonage, a system 
under which prisoners from the State Penitentiary are farmed out to 
private landlords into worse than slavery and exploited without remedy. 
But lynching and peonage both are ugly excrescences on the body
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politic, a blot on the Scutcheon causing shame and embarrassment to 
intelligent patriots in all sections of a democratic country. A negation 
of Law thro unbridled passion and greed of individuals which let us 
hope with all true lovers of progress, is now on its way out.
Not so with the legalized inequalities such as the widely unequal 
provision for the education of youth, denial of the franchise in shame­
less contravention of the fundamental law of the land, the systematic 
exclusion from public libraries, recreation grounds and sources of 
amusement and mental improvement.
Mr. Bryce in his work Modern Democracies discusses the new prob­
lem of Democracy Today caused by the presence of races slightly 
advanced in close proximity with races advanced and impassioned with 
the ideology of Equality. He says:
‘‘The passion for Equality, civil and political, economic and social 
which having grown strong among the Advanced people, has not only 
spread among the more educated part—everywhere a tiny part—of the 
Backward peoples, hut has disposed the Advanced to favor its sudden 
extension to the Backward thro the creation of institutions similar to 
those which had slowly developed themselves among the Advanced. 
This love of equality is not found in Europeans who live among colored 
races, who so far from treating the latter as equals, generally contemn 
and exploit them.”
Again in discussing the tendency of the white race to exclude the 
black or yellow races from large portions of the earth, he says: “There 
is in Australia a general agreement that the continent must he strictly 
reserved for the white European races, excluding persons of East 
Asiatic or South Asiatic or African origin. The watchword, ‘A White 
Australia’, is proclaimed by all parties alike. The philanthropic and 
cosmopolitan philosophers of the 19th century would have been 
shocked by the notion of keeping these races perpetually apart and 
warning black or yellow peoples off from large parts of the earth s 
surface. Even now most large hearted Europeans dislike what seems 
an attitude of unfriendliness to men of a different color and a selfish­
ness in debarring the more backward races from opportunities of learn­
ing from the more advanced, and in refusing to all non-European races, 
advanced and backward, the chance of expansion in lands whose torrid 
climate they can support better than white men can. Nevertheless, 
there is another side to the matter. Whoever studies the phenomena 
that attend the contact of whites with civilized East Asiatics in Pacific
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North America, not to speak of those more serious difficulties that arise 
between whites and colored people in large regions of America and in 
South Africa perceives that there are other grounds, besides the desire 
of working men to prevent the competition of cheap Asiatic labor, 
which may justify exclusion. The admixture of blood, which is sure 
ultimately to come wherever races, however different, dwell close to­
gether, raises grave questions not only for white men, but for the world 
ut large. Scientific enquiries have not so far warranted the assumption 
that a mixed race is necessarily superior to the less advanced of the two 
races whence it springs. It may be inferior to either or the gain to the 
less advanced may be slighter than the loss of the more advanced.”
And here is the horrible catastrophe! As if men and societies 
reacted like chemical atoms forming instantly a dreaded compound 
as soon as molecular action becomes possible. Human affinities and 
alliances are affairs of individual free will. Philosophic reasoning 
may overexcite but cannot obliterate either their attractions or repul­
sions. Surely we arc intelligent enough to ride in common buses with­
out Hying into one anothers arms for a mongrel progeny. Why not 
preach self control and practice the principles of the Christian 
Religion? Especially is it difficult to comprehend by what secret 
weapon these philosophers hope that they can hold back on coming 
tidal waves by wholesale persecution, inflicting vexation and humilia­
tion on innocent individuals of their own generation. Besides, where, 
in their opinion, where on the terrestrial globe are the non-white races 
to go?
The white race of our day has a voracious appetite for the One 
World. It must have room—more room to expand and carry forward 
its good deeds.
The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof! and again: Blessed 
are the meek for they shall inherit the earth. Right! We are the 
meek! Bryce pretends that humility is an extinct virtue, but anyhow, 
we are the chosen of the Lord! His own children foreordained to 
inherit the earth, and so we enter Africa and forbid the natives to walk 
except in the middle of the road. We have preempted America—and 
Lo, the poor Indian! In Australia we say kindly but firmly to the 
aborigines: “ I need the land. Here is abundance of it. But I am 
allergic to irritants in my sight. I do not like your complexion. It 
does not go well with my own. If you are submissive I can serve my­
self with your lubor as a slave. If not, yonder is the exit. You will
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find spacious tombs over the mountains. Pity, really. But I am 
extremely apprehensive about my posterity. I have to keep the land 
-White” for them!
It is a curious fact that the nations calling themselves Christian 
under the banner of the Prince of Peace, devoted ostensibly to the 
progress of civilization, proudly named Christian civilization. Nations 
who adore the principles of Democracy, of Equality, of fraternity, who. 
among their congeners practice the noblest practice the noblest philan­
thropies, statesmen, philosophers, Iitterati, preachers, teachers of the 
finest, most exalted ideas have to arraign themselves stoically against 
the simplest amenities of the Cospel. such as "a cup of cold water in 
the name of a Disciple." as soon as the question of color presents itself.
What is the trouble?
Is it that the Hand of the Potter has slipt? Must we blame Cod 
because He made of one blood all peoples that dwell on earth but 
went to sleep during the firing when some millions were tanned yellow, 
some brown and some even black. Or rather may we not rejoice that 
our civilization is to learn and finally apply this last and noblest les­
son, the most difficult of all taught by the Master and so sacred that it 
should he studied, learned and inwardly digested till graven on the 
hearts of men and emblazoned on the suffering pathway of the Cross:
“ By this shall men know that ye are my disciples, that ye love 
one another” and that so much the more because on receiving the least 
of my brethren ye are receiving Me.
The concept of Equality as it is the genuine product of the idea 
of inherent value in the individual derived from the essential worth 
of Humanity must be before all else unquestionably of universal ap­
plication. It operates not between such and such places,—such or such 
shape of the cranium, such or such theories of civilization. In my 
opinion, which makes no pretensions to scientific sanctions on either 
sociological or psychological grounds, instead of being the Special 
product of any unique cult, the idea of human equality is the result of 
the final equilibrium of all the human forces of the entire world.
So far the civilization called occidental has attained partial equi­
librium only of the physical and perhaps of the intellectual forces. 
The banner today is borne by the man or the nation who invents the 
most marvelous project of destruction, the most powerful and irre- 
sistable instrument of War. The Death Hay (1925) (the Atomic
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Bomb (1945) is tops. But unless I am greatly mistaken, this poor 
world has need of a second incarnation of Divine Love to leach com­
passion, to erect anew the ideal already so ancient but so little 
comprehended even by the most advanced of today: To love mercy 
to practice justice and to walk humbly before God. Then equality 
will become no longer the equilibrium of the jungle where one concedes 
the equality of another only when he cannot crush or exploit him. 
For equality, as I understand it. is objective, not subjective. It is not 
for the little fellow who swells up with the idea I am as good as the 
other fellow; but for the big fellow with all the power and all the 
controls to stop and consider: The other fellow is as pood as I am. 
Both human, both mortal, both entitled to a place in the sun. The 
veritable equality will then he the harmony of a well tuned orchestra 
where each from the greatest to the smallest contributes at his best 
according to the part assigned by the conductor who can do no wrong, 
each player striving no longer to destroy but to serve the music of the 
spheres: and I have the assurance to believe that the contribution of the 
brother in black mav he considerable in a normal world, lie has the 
Heart Talent which perhaps the civilization “called occidental” might 
take on to advantage; and let not our world despise the one-talent man, 
and let hi mnot despise himself and hide his lord's gift because be 
knows the Master is an austere man: Each at his best, reverencing the 
Self in the All. The Master hath need of Thee! Here you have my 
religion and my philosophy.
Mr. Bryce proves conclusively that a truly democratic government 
exists nowhere. Efficiency of performance requires that the ablest 
direct. The benevolent oligarchy in a democratic framework therefore 
is Bryce's ideal, and such is acknowledged to be the \\ hitc Man's Bur­
den wherever the two or the three races find themselves on the same 
terrain, and I accept it. But let the Ruler bear in mind that the Right 
to Rule entails the duty and the inescapable responsibility to Rule 
Right. Let him recognize the differences among men. in the Races of 
different pigment in epidermal cells, curl of hair and color of eye, 
length and breadth of cranium and facial angle not as obstacles to 
fulfilment of destiny of any so long as each can say: I am a man and 
no human impulse is foreign to me, these differences indicating pre­
cisely the providential contribution to that heterogeneity which offers 
the final test of our civilization, harmony in variety.
If the Christ who was despised and rejected of mean nearly 2000 
years ago, were making a second attempt to come to His own among
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the very men who build temples in His Name and magnify their civ­
ilization to give Him lip service, would He find Himself again rejected 
for choosing the humble of earth to confound the pride of the mighty?
Occidental Civilization in its Middle Age thrilled thro and thro 
in Crusades to deliver the tomb of its Lord from the hands of un­
believers. Today we see his living presence in some of the least of his 
children rejected, repressed and forced outside the pale for no better 
reason than that a certain pigment is not preferred by those who make 
up the books.
Inasmuch as ye have done these things to the least of these my 
brethren ye have done it to Me.
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No nation, no race, no individual, in any clime or at any time can 
lay claim to civilization as its own creation, or invention, or exclusive 
personal possession. The impulse of humanity toward social progress 
is like the movement in the currents of a great water system, from 
myriad sources and under myriad circumstances and conditions, heat­
ing onward, ever onward toward its eternity, the Ocean. And though 
at one time or another there may be little pools or eddies of stagnant 
“shut ins” or “shut outs” that have lost by the accident of separation 
I he onward sweep of the mighty torrent, these segregated arrieres, 
these units less instructed than their age demands, cannot, must not he 
disinherited or denied their birthright to civilization, the dr facto right 
to claim and appropriate to capacity, as part of the human family, all 
and several the attainments of human progress. This r i g h t  t o  g r o w  
is sacred and inviolable, based on the solidarity and undeniable value 
of humanity itself and linked with the universal value and inalienable 
rights of all individuals.
Civilization has been likened to a divine torch that passes with the 
alphabet of self-expression from age to age and from race to race. 
Phoenicians passed it to Greeks, Greeks to Romans, and Romans to 
the barbarian forebears of the modern world. Rut who gave it to the 
Phoenicians, and who to him and who to him? No one knows. The 
beginning of things is always shrouded in mystery, and the guess of 
one is as good as another. The Greek myth has it that Prometheus in 
the service of men stole the spark from Heaven, paying the penalty for 
his audacity by deathless torture in an immortality of suffering and 
pain. The myth does not intimate, however, that Prometheus ever 
repented of his daring deed. Suffering is not seldom the reward for 
service:—even so, the privilege of having helped the car of humanity 
along its toilsome journey, ever so slightly, is too precious to heed its 
cost in pain.
Of all the nations that have been torchbearers in the vanguard of 
human enlightenment, none, it seems to me, can claim a more liberal 
spirit, a more cosmopolitan good-will in the rralnrss of its fraternity, 
equality and true liberty, than the one to whom we offer a tribute of 
gratitude tonight, splendid, great-hearted, suffering, glorious Prance! 
In no land or country whether of the past or present time, is the mar­
velous culture of the nation, so fully and so freely broadcast for the 
enlightenment and the enjoyment of all peoples and tribes and kin­
dreds that on earth do dwell.
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I sat not long since in the Salle des Etrangers at the Hotel de Ville, 
waiting with others to secure the carte <T identite required of all 
foreigners who intend to spend an extended time in Paris. 1 was struck 
by the concourse, a motley crowd from Europe, Asia, Africa, North 
America, South America and the isles of the sea; and as this stream 
of humanity hied past the different clerks charged with examining their 
passports, photographs, pedigrees and references, I was amazed when 
my own number was called to find the individual cost of it all was just 
10 francs—a little less than half a dollar! Here truly it may be said:
“Tros Tyriusque mihi nullo discrimine agetur
Whosoever will, let him come; let him that is athirst, come! Yea, 
let him come and partake freely of the knowledge, the inspiration, the 
achievements and the glory of French civilization and French un­
paralleled culture and refinement.
And now, if I may be pardoned a personal word on an occasion so 
provocative of pride and vainglory, I may say honestly and truthfully 
that my one aim is and has always been, so far as I may, to hold a 
torch for the children of a group too long exploited and too frequently 
disparaged in its struggling for the light. I have not made capital of 
my race, have paid my own way and have never asked a concession or 
claimed a gratuity. Nor on the other hand have I ever denied full 
identification in every handicap and every limitation that the checkered 
history of our native land imposes. In the simple words of the Master, 
spoken for another nameless one, my humble career may be summed 
up to date:—
“She hath done what she could.”
And surely no deeper joy can come to anyone, no richer reward 
than the pure pleasure of this moment from the expressions of appre­
ciation in this assembly on the part of the community in which the best 
service of my life has been spent. In the language of our beloved 
Cicero: Nothing dumb can delight me. I ask no medal in bronze or 
gold. There is nothing in life really worth striving for but the esteem 
of just men that follows a sincere effort to serve to the best of one’s 
powers in the advancement of one’s generation.
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I take at your hands, therefore, this diploma, not as a symbol of 
cold intellectual success in my achievement at the Sorhonne, but with 
the warm pulsing heart throbs of a people’s satisfaction in my humble 
endeavors to serve them.
With all my heart. I thank you.
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GETS DOCTOR’S DEGREE
MRS. ANNA J. COOPER
Taking with her a doctor’s degree from the Sorbonne, 
Mrs. Anna J. Cooper is now on her way back to the 
United States, after brilliant work in her chosen field of 
philology.Mrs. Cooper won her doctorat d'universitc at the Sor­
bonne on March 23, 1925, and she left Paris for her 
native city of Washington, D. C. a month later.
The subject of her thesis at the Sorbonne was: 
L,Attitude de la France a regard dc l’Eselavage, 1789- 
1848.
Mrs. Cooper holds the B.A. and M.A. of Oberlin 
College, matriculated for Ph.D. at Columbia University, 
where she completed eight full courses in Department 
of Romance Languages including old French and Ro­
mance philology.
Mrs. Cooper will return to Washington to resume her 
work as teacher in the Dunbar High School.
— R e p r i n t e d  f r o m  T h e  C h i c a g o  T r i d u n e , 
P a r i s , A p r i l  28, 1925.
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RETROSPECT
le 23 Mars, 1925 — — — — — — — March 23, 1950
“A ma chere amie Madame Cooper 
En souvenir de son doux passage chez moi"
Germaine Robert Leger
From this unprecedented invasion of French civilization by an 
obscure American girl without prestige, without power, wealth or over­
bearing traditional influence, two words, or rather two monumental 
ideas as French ideals glow for me in memory's shrine: these are 
public civility la courtoisie Frangaise and the French concept of 
Home; both radiate in and from the personality whose autograph tops 
this page. The pamphlet on which it was written Les Idecs D'Antonio 
Fogazzaro by Robert Leger was given me as a precious token of confi­
dence and lasting friendship. With Madame Leger Chez Moi means 
in my home, Home as I had never known the word and experienced the 
sacrcdness of the idea during all the vacation months spent in pensions 
while studying at La Guilde. On the introduction by my good friend 
Monsieur FAbbe Klein. Madame took me into her family and later 
into her heart and enduring friendship. A cultured and highly refined 
lady and at the same time a true-hearted noble woman, I found, as 
Abbe Klein had foretold I would, that I could trust her advice and 
counsel in all matters both literary and social.
On occasion I submitted to her a letter I had w ritten to one of my 
prospective judges using in French the conclusion “Very respectfully," 
the usual ending in my country, even obligatory when addressing one 
who holds your fate in his hands. “Jamais, jamais." exclaimed Ma­
dame, “a woman is never respectful to a man. II faut les convenances."
In my home town later on I had taken a photograph of my friend 
the Abbe to VeerhofFs to be framed. On the back it bore his auto­
graph: En amitie rcspcctueusc ct fidelc. The clerk, not a well bred 
gentleman, bien entendu, but educated far enough apparently to under­
stand the implication of the French, glared at me rudely, then slammed 
the card board down on the counter as if he had been unforgiveably 
insulted.
Madame Leger obtained complimentary passes for me to visit the 
Chambres des Deputes whenever great speeches were to be expected. In
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order that I should not be taken by surprise she warned for my first 
visit that it was la courtoisie Frangai.se for gentlemen in the gallerie 
to rise when a lady entered and remain standing till she was seated. I 
found the “surprise” an extremely pleasant one, the spirit of which, if 
not the exact copy, might in my judgment smooth over some rough 
sledding for my country and possibly for the whole one sided world.
I have heard it glibly maintained by superficial students of language 
that the French have no word for Home as the English understand 
Home sweet Home; that a la Mai son, as the “house” and chez nous, 
“with us”, is as near as their concept can come to the ideal home.
I note an unforgetable day of my sojourn in France. A Mother 
agonizing over the defection of her first born. “He has never deliber­
ately disobeyed me before,” she moaned. There was a large roller top 
desk in the dining room. It was surmounted by a bronze bust of the 
Christ, heroic size. One felt instinctively that it was the masterpiece 
of a great artist for it seemed to fill and dominate the entire room. You 
could not descend to frivolity in its presence. One knew without 
being told that this Head had been and still was the family potentate, 
leader, guide, counselor, just as had been the husband and father whose 
mortal remains lay entombed at Pere La Chaise. To bring penitence 
and renewal of filial obedience and duty to the erring son, this em­
bodiment of the strength, dignity, authority of the Home had been 
silently by night turned face to the wall leaving the room deserted, 
desolate, metamorphosed into a chamber of spiritual displeasure and 
joyless unrest.
The hour before grand dejeuner was usually M.’s hour for piano 
practice, and she was working on a beautiful caprice by a French 
composer. T liked it very much and had the habit of remaining in my 
room to listen till she had finished. Not hearing it this particular 
morning. I began humming snatches of it as I went in for breakfast. 
B. looked paler than usual (I always felt like giving him a thick juicy 
beefsteak and Maryland beaten biscuits instead of fish on fast days.) 
He brightened a little as he heard me humming and asked wistfully 
Do you like that too?
Yes I do, I answered cheerfully. I like it very much, and why no 
music today? He shook his head but said nothing. The maid, non­
committal as French maids can be on occasion said (speaking to no one 
in particular) “Madame n’est pas en famille ce matin. Elle est tres 
fachee.”
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The breakfast was like a funeral. No one ate any thing. The chil­
dren looked at each other with a strange mixture of accusation and 
sympathy. I myself close to tears from sheer pity for the disciplin­
arian as well as for the woebegone boy now being disciplined, ran 
down to the florist’s shop next door and bought some roses for Madame. 
I hastily scribbled the conventional meilleurs voeux on the card and 
sent them in by the maid.
That evening Madame, worn and haggard, came to my room. She 
thanked me for silent understanding and the flowers, then poured out 
the whole story in trustful confidence. Then and there was sealed my 
admission into one of the finest homes I have ever known. Then and 
there was registered my own sacred vows for a friend whose adoption 
I should grapple to my soul with hoops of steel.
Toute ma vie et au dela.
Home? Mother love? Parental discipline? Filial oneness— 
sympathy in joy and sorrow, and withal the Christ taught good will 
even to the stranger within thy gates.
Is this just the four walls that make la maison—“the house'* of our 
luxurious pent house apartment dwellers who flit from Main to Cal­
ifornia having babies in mid air and hospitalization by telephone.
Thank God for the memory of a Spiritual Home and for a friend­
ship unlimited by color, creed or nationality, unconditioned by which 
side of which ocean, and how far above or below the railroad tracks 
one had the opportunity or the misfortune to have entered this world 
of the elite.
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